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Contrasting Kollontai’s and Colette’s Writings on Love 

 

In her famous essay “The New Woman,” Russian socialist revolutionary Alexandra Kollontai 

1 , liberated 

t also from her 

l weighs heavily even upon the 

soul xperiences, outlived 

conceptions hold the feminine mind thrusting towards freedom in their clutches.”  

Kollontai wrote in a socialist utopian tradition that envisaged a profound change of the 

y to the museum of 

echanical causal 

ialism had created 

the lifestyle of the professionally independent woman, but did not by themselves transform her 

ways of loving. Indeed, Kollontai’s main interest in this essay lay in analyzing the new female 

“psy . In this analysis, 

thor Colette (1873-

g female 

The Vagabond is one of the works Kollontai often returned to in her portrait of the New 

Woman. Her essay repeats Colette’s warning about the “worst enemy” throughout—at the 

beginning, when the heroine, Renée, has left a humiliating marriage with her first great love and 

become a self-supporting artist, and at the end, when she abandons her new love and the prospect of 

New Woman with Old Feeling

Anna Rotkirch 

 

(1872-1952) describes an ongoing transformation of the feminine psyche.  The new

woman faces obstacles not only from a hostile social order and possessive men, bu

innermost self. As Kollontai puts it, “The power of past centuries stil

 of the new, free woman. Atavistic feelings interrupt and weaken the new e

2

human condition. The outlived conceptions were “still” present, but on their wa

antiquated psychological responses. However, Kollontai did not postulate any m

relation between modes of production and psychic habits. Capitalism and industr

chological type” as a complex and socially influential force in its own right

she appeared to agree with a statement made in The Vagabond by French au

1953)—“you have no worse enemy than yourself!”—the enemy in question bein

heterosexual desire and love.3 
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a cozy and prestigious marriage in order to continue her life as a free, dancing, and writing 

ette, obviously 

ch contemporary 

rent angles. In this 

leasure in these 

women’s texts. My point of departure is Kollontai’s direct references to Colette in “The New 

Woman.”  I will additionally quote some of Kollontai’s political essays, paying much less attention 

through The Pure and 

hus, I will not 

com are Kollontai’s whole oeuvre with Colette’s: instead, the aim is to contrast their ways of 

conceptualizing love by looking at how they textually comment on and interlace with each other.  

 
This is how

h her finesse of soul 

that enchants our eyes, as though she was formed out of soft aquarelle tones. She has 

left her husband with her illusions shattered, a wounded heart; she has thrown down 

ndence, 

fter a tiring long 

he unseeing 

s creeps into her room and sets itself behind her chair. “I am 

used to being alone,” she writes in her diary, “but today I feel so forsaken. Am I then 

not independent, not free? And terribly—lonely?” Does not this lament have the ring 

of the woman of the past who is used to hearing familiar, beloved voices, to feel 

somebody’s habitual caresses?5 

vagabond. The tension between self-realization and dependency, so central to Col

resonated with Kollontai’s sexual politics. However, Kollontai also read her Fren

selectively and occasionally approached the problem of desire from quite diffe

article, I will look more closely at the concepts of feelings, corporeality, and p

to her fiction. In addition to The Vagabond, Colette will here mainly be heard 

the Impure as this work represents a kind of summary of her views on pleasure.4 T

p

 

Literary Genealogies of Feminist Thought 

 Kollontai describes the heroine of The Vagabond, Renée: 

The music hall artiste glides by, dodging the sharp stones, wit

the gauntlet to the world to which she belonged. . . . Freedom, indepe

solitude are the substance of her personal desires. But when Renée, a

day's work, sits at the fireplace in her lonely flat, it is as though t

melancholy of lonelines
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Kollontai’s use of Colette and other contemporary authors is an excellent example of the 

d to Swedish 

ity, and love have 

al philosophy, 

eans of reaching 

other women. The novel is also an ideal genre for enacting alternative futures. As Lindén expresses 

it, “Literature is a medium in which sexual difference can be analyzed and restructured. . . . It could 

expo st, it is a place 

ry fiction was a 

major path of feminist thought. The feminism of fiction was sometimes opposed to that of the 

organized women’s movement, especially concerning sexual liberation and experimentation. When 

efore pay attention to both 

insti r, although she 

litical texts and 

  

The contemporary legacy of both Kollontai and Colette is uneven and ambivalent. After the 

early 1920s, Kollontai mostly expressed her opinions through the genre of popular fiction. Her 

tries in the 

d the second wave of leftist feminism.8 However, her socialist visions are not 

very fashionable today, and she remains little known and belittled in contemporary Russia. We lack 

a profound assessment of Kollontai’s life and thoughts, especially concerning the last decades of 

her life. Kollontai wrote her memoirs back in Moscow in the 1950s, but they have to my knowledge 

still not been published. 

literary genealogies of feminist thought. As Claudia Lindén has stressed with regar

author Ellen Key, philosophical and political questions of feminine desire, sexual

often been most clearly articulated in literature. Compared with Western institution

literature has traditionally been more open to women as authors and an effective m

se and ridicule patriarchal culture and its double morality. But first and foremo

for dreaming up new life forms, new men and new women.”6 

At the time when Kollontai and Colette dreamed up their new women, litera

tracing the genealogies of contemporary feminism, we should ther

tutionalized and artistic expressions. Colette is an excellent example of the latte

did not consider herself a feminist, while Kollontai, who alternated between po

fiction, illustrates how the different strands of feminism supported each other.7

essays, autobiography, and short stories were (re)published in several Western coun

1970s and influence
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Colette, by contrast, was never a politician, but a writer of fiction and journalism who 

ted scholars from 

te is being 

hose biography 

ently republished in 

Swedish and English. Through these new biographies and translations, Colette is presented as 

someone whose views on corporeality, homosexuality, and complex, queer gender identities appeal 

11 iercing insights 

e logic of mainstream heterosexual passion. Neither do her views conform to the social 

cons al and cultural 

studies. 

Below, I will argue that while Kollontai and Colette share an uneasiness regarding “old” and 

 diverge in regard to the substance and future of those feelings. 

Kollontai is confident about what these problematic feelings are and stresses the importance of 

overcoming them. Colette, by contrast, does not believe in discarding “the senses” and is much less 

sure about what they actually represent. 

 

Kollontai’s New Species 

ai focuses on the role of literature in reflecting and envisaging the 

lives of women. She testifies to the birth of a female subject, a woman gradually transformed “from 

the object of tragedy of the male soul into the subject of an independent tragedy.”12 The new 

woman is ontologically single because she is professionally and emotionally independent, no longer 

defined through her relation to a man: 

perceived herself as apolitical and antifeminist. This has, of course, not preven

analyzing her approaches to gender and sexuality,9 but it is only recently that Colet

rediscovered, most prominently by Judith Thurman and Julia Kristeva, as a writer w

and oeuvre is of direct relevance to feminist concerns.10 The Vagabond was rec

to the postmodern aesthetic.  At the same time, she provides unconventional and p

into th

tructionism and/or cultural relativism that dominate much of contemporary soci

problematic feelings, their views

 

In “The New Woman,” Kollont
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[I]t is a wholly new . . . type of heroine, hitherto unknown, heroines with 

y, heroines who 

amily, society, 

omen”—that is 

. . . In the most 

recent past the main feminine type was the “spouse,” the woman as a resonator, a 

supplement, an appendage. The single woman is least of all a “resonator,” she has 

 world, full of 

 outwardly. . .13 

ormed and 

governed through her feelings only, be they desire, adoration, or jealousy. She makes high demands 

on her male partner(s), who have to learn to respect her inner freedom and her work. Even a married 

 woman enjoys the 

t framework of 

s “broken the rusted 

fetter of her sex” and has become a “personality,” a “human being.” Kollontai occasionally appears 

to equate history with its literary representations and both with bourgeois femininity. Thus, the 

ss of yore,” 

band primacy in 

life.14 Rarely does this essay allude to the vast literary and historical heritage—from, among others, 

George Sand—which indicates that women have insisted on independence and inner freedom 

before the nineteenth century. Kollontai mostly ignores all the peasant and artisan women who 

worked before the industrial revolution. She underscores that although independent women existed 

independent demands on life, heroines who assert their personalit

protest against the universal servitude of woman in the State, the f

who fight for their rights as representatives of their sex. “Single w

how this type is increasingly often defined. “Die junggesellinen” 

ceased to be a simple reflex of the man. She has a singular, inner

general human interests, she is independent inwardly and self-reliant

Kollontai’s new woman is defined by three characteristics. She is no longer f

woman can be “single” if she thinks and travels independently. Finally, the new

“earthly joys,” that is, she is sexually active and proud of it.  

Kollontai wants to analyze this new psychological type within a Marxis

changing modes of production. She argues that for the first time, woman ha

“eternal feminine” is defined as “engaging feminine submissiveness and softne

“passivity, devotion, submissiveness, gentleness,” and a habit of according the hus
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before, it is only with the spread of female paid work that the new woman became possible as a 

soci 15

philosophical and 

eisel-Hess, among 

ome either 

historical or metaphorical use of Darwin’s theory of evolution. Thus, the New Woman is compared 

to a “new species,”16 and Kollontai appropriates Darwin’s concept of natural selection to underscore 

 the past: “only the stronger, more resistant disciplined natures 

arriv ubmissive and 

Interestingly, Kollontai’s perception of a historically and psycho-biologically transforming 

femininity is mainly related to personal self-esteem and romantic love. She usually understands the 

“feminine” y in a way typical of 

early twen owever, she 

traces a su

 the most 

sharply delineated traits of the new heroine. This is easy to understand. In the life of 

women—the bearers of the future, mothers—physiology . . . plays an incomparably 

e of the beloved, 

es become mothers 

In this bold reversal of Freud’s thesis of a hydraulic, stronger masculine sex drive, Kollontai 

first claims that physiology is more important to women than to men and then that free motherhood 

is directly connected to free female choice of sexual partners.19 Elsewhere, she approvingly 

describes the possibility of maternity now becoming “an aim in itself,” distinct from the mother’s 

al type.  

Kollontai’s notion of the independent woman is heavily influenced by the 

psychological views of Swedish author Ellen Key and Austrian author Grete M

others. Kollontai does not apply any specific psychological framework, except for s

her vision of a radical break with

e in the ranks of those ‘earning their livelihood’” while, presumably, the old, s

sensitive female “species” dies away.17 

 to be a passive and weaker version of masculine/human psycholog

tieth-century thought. With regards to physical desire and motherhood, h

rprisingly unproblematic continuation with the evolutionary past: 

The rebellion of women against a one-sided sexual morality is one of

greater role than with men. Freedom of feeling, freedom in the choic

of the possible father of “her” child. . . . Contemporary heroin

without being married.18 
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relations to the child’s father. 20 (In this essay and elsewhere, Kollontai only addresses fatherhood in 

.) With regards to 

 new times combine in overthrowing bourgeois 

hypo

 but that of a 

woman who emotionally defines herself through a man, who has a “feminine self” rather than a 

“human self.”21 The New Woman should have it the other way around, being first of all human and 

he waves of passion,” or 

rief respite on life’s 

ithout 

succumbing to feelings of dependence or jealousy. However, although Kollontai tries hard to 

separate the old women from the new, their difference is repeated within the New Woman herself:  

t enmity. 

 fronts: with the 

heir grandmothers dwelling in the 

 psyche, which is 

adjusted to the new conditions of its economic and social existence, will not be 

achieved without a strong, dramatic self-overcoming.23 

ercoming,” for 

e strength to leave a 

24 

For obvious reasons, this ambivalence is absent from the political pamphlets such as Communist 

Morality in the Sphere of Marital Relations, which Kollontai wrote at the height of her Soviet 

political career. In this text, everything is designed to show that the sexual relations between 

comrades are a central part of the class question and that excessive personal dependency can be 

passing as an option interested men could engage in for educational purposes

intercourse and motherhood, old feelings and

crisy and seemingly without any major obstacles. 

The threat of femininity is thus not that of physiology or of motherhood,

occasionally feminine. She can willingly let herself be “overwhelmed by t

she can dress nicely, but she always knows that love is “only a stage, only a b

path.”22 Self-discipline and higher goals in life help the New Woman enjoy love w

The old and the new struggle in the souls of women, in permanen

Contemporary heroines, therefore, must wage a struggle on two

external world and with the inclinations of t

recesses of their beings. . . . The transformation of the feminine

Kollontai’s fiction nourishes itself on this demand for “dramatic self-ov

instance, as her most famous heroine, Vasilisa Malygina in Red Love, finds th

rich, unfaithful, and politically dubious husband whom she loves and by whom she is pregnant.
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eradicated from Communist life. Kollontai even warns that sex based on intellectual curiosity is 

wrong: 

t as something 

unger and thirst. 

faction of healthy 

and natural instincts only ceases to be normal when the boundaries of hygiene are 

overstepped. . . . Communist morality, therefore, while openly recognizing the 

rest in sex 

 reached, which 

a acity of men and women for work). . . . Thus 

both early sexual experience (before the body has developed and grown strong) and 

sexual restraint must be seen as equally harmful.25 

 kind of 

 yet human being 

on and repugnance vis-à-vis corporeality and 

sexu s Vasilisa 

Malygina—lack sensual bodies. Vasilisa is all eyes and soul, while the bourgeois-style mistress in 

the novel has a voluptuous body and strong sex appeal.26 

ean by this scary 

ing, sleeping, 

working, or crying body? Naiman’s psychoanalytic glasses make him focus on the body mainly as a 

site of sexual desire. Kollontai’s view, as we have seen, is closer to the Darwinian in that sexual 

passion is one of many bodily expressions, but not necessarily the defining one in every situation. 

We may agree with Naiman that sexual lust is often represented in gloomy and threatening ways in 

The sexual act must be seen not as something shameful and sinful bu

which is as natural as the other needs of healthy organism, such as h

Such phenomena cannot be judged as moral or immoral. The satis

normality of sexual interests, condemns unhealthy and unnatural inte

(excesses, for example, or sexual relations before maturity has been

exhaust the organism and lower the c p

Eric Naiman has argued that Kollontai’s ideal new woman represents a

revolutionary anorexia. He claims that Kollontai’s attempts to create a full, female

inadvertently succumbs to a grotesque fascinati

ality. Naiman shows how Kollontai’s female protagonists—his main example i

However, was Kollontai really afraid of the body? And if so, what do we m

“body”? Is it the body that is sexually aroused and has intercourse? Or is it the walk
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Kollontai’s fiction. However, this is not to say that all aspects of sexuality and corporeality are as 

prob

fiction in the 

ina is depicted 

with bodily sensations and sexual feelings and her experience of premarital sex is rendered in an 

approving but realistic way. Kollontai actually succeeds in describing Vasilisa’s “first time” in a 

ture at the time (and 

bably never 

mous phrase 

wrongly attributed to her by Lenin and others), she was clearly capable of adopting a pragmatic, no-

nonsense view of sex. If her heroine is “anorexic,” as Naiman claims, it is not because she cannot 

mother, or love and desire a man. What the New Woman really denies her 

soul ther, sensual 

on a man, be it 

When Kollontai in her historical lectures longs for the female body itself to become less soft 

and curvy and more muscular, this was not necessarily because she despises the female body in the 

ts muscular softness 

ggerated sexual attributes with the psychological “old type,” the women who were primarily 

wives, mistresses, or spinsters. She argues that prehistoric women were physiologically less distinct 

from men than women formed as “females” by more recent societies with private ownership. 

Accordingly, sexual dimorphism may (and should) again become less visible in a communist 

society.27  

lematic in her world. 

It seems that Naiman’s important insight into the rhetorical traps of Soviet 

1920s misses Kollontai’s weakest spot. As we have seen, the problem for her is not really with the 

body in its physiological dimension, including sexual intercourse. Vasilisa Malyg

neutral, matter-of-fact way, which is very unusual for Russian literature and cul

will remain so throughout the rest of the twentieth century). Although Kollontai pro

wrote that having intercourse should be as easy as drinking a glass of water (the fa

eat, have sex, become a 

 and her body is the feeling of dependency. The main threat symbolized by the o

woman—for example, as she is depicted in Vasilisa Malygina—is her dependence 

sexual, social, or economical. 

same misogynistic way that many male authors have done. Rather, she connec

and exa
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As Kollontai’s above quoted vision of a communist morality suggests, the body in its 

y a healthy lifestyle and 

, obsession, 

depr n of physiology. 

s Eva 

Adolfsson rhetorically asks in her rereading of Kollontai’s “New Woman,” do deep feelings of loss 

and solitude have to be signs of some inherited feminine incompetence? What if you manage to find 

your own voice, but it only wants to speak about the love you have lost?28 In other words, what is 

“self,” what is “I” in t elf?  

 

“I Have No Equals”: Colette on the Senses 

 

The story amatic self-

overcomin

herself to 

t passion does 

not blind her, it does not becloud her analytical mind. “Only my senses are 

attacked,” she establishes with melancholy regret. “Only my senses are intoxicated.” 

 seeking. In the 

abonde flees, she 

 refined demands she 

makes on love.29 

We find clear sympathy and recognition in this passage. By this time, Kollontai was herself 

traveling all over Europe as a political vagabond, appearing at socialist conferences and leaving 

behind lovers who challenged her career. Both women were, in fiction and in their own lives, 

physical, genital, and hormonal dimension appears as a problem soluble b

good common sense. The real threat comes from curiosity, excessive interest

ivation, restraint—in other words, it is more a question of emotions tha

Here, the problematic distinction between old and new feelings resurfaces. A

he New Woman’s overcoming of hers

Colette’s Renée tells us in The Vagabond is exactly that of a strong, dr

g and it receives Kollontai’s whole-hearted approval: 

And when passion suddenly invades Renée on her paths, she allows 

succumb to the advancing waves and to be borne away by them. Bu

Renée sobers up. The new love does not give her what she had been

embrace of the beloved she is as lonesome as before. And la Vag

fades from her love, she flees because this love is so unlike the
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enacting the lives of women who have no husbands or better halves, but co-travelers, compagnons 

30 s some aspects 

olette. Kollontai 

he is seeking” 

ic force in Renée’s 

decision to break up comes precisely because this love in many ways does give her what she is 

seeking. She is not at all “lonesome” in her lover’s embraces, but, on the contrary, passionately in 

vide the security and 

, at least since 

.31 Only when 

Renée is separated from her lover does she become aware of those traits of his that did not conform 

to her sensibilities and lifestyle in the first place, that is, before she fell in love: he thinks it is self-

ot approve of 

ined in several 

 In the novel’s 

Renée explains why she does not believe in any equality in love: “He is good, he is simple, 

he adores me . . .? But then he is inferior to me. . . . He arouses me with one glance, and I cease to 

belong when he puts his mouth on mine? But then he is my enemy, the looter who steals me from 

32

ion mark in a 

 does not appear to 

believe in any meaningful relationship without dependence and desire either. Even if the 

prospective husband would be brilliantly talented, he intends to share his life with her and that is in 

itself intrusive: “You came to share my life. . . . Share, yes: take your part! Be the half of my 

actions, intrude every hour into the secret temple of my thoughts, right? Why you and not 

de route, as Colette puts it.  However, Kollontai’s brief rendering also highlight

where her views and her interpretation of Renée’s choices differ from those of C

writes that Renée is disappointed because her new affair “does not give her what s

and is so unlike “the refined demands she makes on love.” Actually, the dramat

love, energized, happy, and trusting. It is even indicated that this man could pro

comfort that “the abandoned child that trembles inside” Renée has been longing for

the maltreatment and infidelity of her husband and probably ever since childhood

evident that they will marry and live together, he asks her to stop touring, he does n

lesbian women, and he cannot even write eloquent letters! He is probably quite ref

respects, not least erotically, but he is intellectually her inferior, not to say boring.

climax, 

myself!”  

Obviously, Kollontai and Colette both see dependency as the big quest

heterosexual relation. At least at the time of writing The Vagabond, Colette
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somebody else? I have closed it to everybody.”33 The conclusion appears to be that no relationship 

coul

, but saw the physical 

lity as quite trivial while Colette explored the complicated links 

betw

Unlike Kollontai, Colette had no intention of providing the masses with a new morality. 

Nevertheless, in The Pure and the Impure, the book she started writing in the late 1930s (two 

 and morality. For 

 experience of 

ared attractive 

compared to a “normal” marriage: “‘If I call you [her male homosexual friends] monsters, then 

what name can I give to what is inflicted on me as normal? Look there, on the wall, the shadow of 

lood . . . O 

ost exclusively in 

f authenticity. 

The book’s title summarizes Colette’s aim in a typically allusive way. What is “pure” and what is 

“impure”? How does Colette’s purity relate to the pleasures which figured in the first title of the 

leasures that we 

  In the foreword to the new English edition of The Pure and the Impure, Judith Thurman 

writes that Colette understood purity in a pagan way, which had nothing to do with religious or 

social morality, usually the contrary: “purity, for Colette, is a prelapsarian state of harmony enjoyed 

by wild animals, flora, birds of prey, certain sociopaths, and by ordinary humans only as fetuses. To 

d be sufficiently free and equal, however refined otherwise. 

Another crucial difference is that Kollontai valued and feared emotions

and reproductive side of sexua

een drives, desire, and emotions. 

decades after The Vagabond), she was directly concerned with sexuality, gender,

example, she criticizes the labeling of homosexuals and juxtaposes it to her own

being unhappily married. The “monstrosity” of an unusual sexual orientation appe

that frightful shoulder, the expression of that vast back and the neck swollen with b

monsters, do not leave me alone. . . .’”34 

However, Colette was really not interested in historical progress, but alm

grasping what Kollontai wished would wither away: dependence, submission, lack o

same book, Ces plaisirs . . . (as modified from her own original expression, “these p

lightly call physical”?)35 
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be pure means to be unhindered by any conscious bonds of need or dependence, or by any conflict 

betw 36

 to heterosexuality 

to as queer 

le love. Still, the notion of 

purity itself is most evasive, and Colette did not even aim at any theoretical coherence. 

Nevertheless, we can say that Colette’s notion of impurity circles around questions of unequal 

power and f Llangollen, is 

imagined a

 up by its green 

lance. . . . Two women much in love do not shun ecstasy, nor a sensuality more 

scattered than the spasm and more warming. . . . these are the delights of constant 

y short days, 

t happens with 

g r woman neglects all means of expression and, 

h Lady Eleanor 

almost never wrote in her “Diary.” From then on she is called “Beloved”, and 

“Better Half,” and “Delight of my heart”…38 

; on the other 

y the younger and 

se of any literary 

expression and even a proper name. 

In the rest of Pure and Impure, other relations and addictions are described. One of Colette’s 

cases is the womanizing man who never commits himself to any woman and whose total lack of 

dependency makes him unable to really enjoy his conquests. He complains that women enjoy him 

een male and female drives.”  

Similarly, Julia Kristeva relates Colette’s notion of impurity especially

while some homosexual relations may come closer to purity.37 What we now refer 

sexualities was thus positioned as less bizarre than normative male-fema

 dependency. Thus, an eighteenth-century lesbian couple, the Ladies o

s a harmonious, lasting and thus possibly “pure” couple:  

a unique sentiment sprang, firm and flowering like the iris backed

presence and habits that engender and excuse fidelity. Marvelousl

similar to a lamp reflected in a perspective of mirrors! . . . As i

perfectly happy people, the youn e

mute, becomes a smooth shadow. . She even loses her name, whic

On the one hand, Colette depicted lesbian love as an isolated, balanced state

hand, she was most of all interested in the possible price paid for this harmony b

silent woman. At least in this case, purity and tranquil harmony came at the expen
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more than he enjoys them: “Their pleasure was all too real. Their tears, as well. But especially their 

39  as seen as 

h a mysterious 

 to disappoint her young lover. She loves him, she says, but 

points out 

But what is the heart, Madame? It is worth less than its reputation. It is quite 

convenient; it accepts anything. You furnish it with whatever you have; it is not very 

ted taste, as they 

ys ends up by loving.40 

een emotions and 

the will, but between emotions and pleasure. Sexual pleasure is seen as a more accurate and 

sensitive response than the obliging, emotive (although obviously also bodily) heart. A few pages 

later, Cole  senses:  

ficient. The sense: let 

 called back with a 

s half herbs, half hands, delegated by a 

submarine creature. . . . Intractable, lordly senses, as ignorant as the princes of 

bygone days who learned only the indispensable: to dissimulate, to hate, to 

41

 perhaps say that passion, 

 easily fooled than the 

heart—is what moves her protagonists into various impure ways of life. Purity and pleasure are, like 

poles in a magnetic field, constituted by the force of the sense(s). Yet, in her view, the life course of 

humans also has more or less disturbing states. The cruel innocence of teenagers and the 

occasionally achieved calm of old age may more easily allow for “purity” than the impure 

pleasure. . . .”  Excessive desire without commitment is not so much condemned

unrewarding. But what if commitment comes without desire? The book opens wit

woman who fakes orgasm in order not

that her body is less readily fooled:  

difficult . . .  But the body . . . That’s something else! It has a cultiva

say; it knows what it wants. A heart doesn’t choose. One alwa

The opposition is not between body and soul or, as it is for Kollontai, betw

tte’s narrator claims that sexuality in some way governs all the other

The senses? Why not the sense? That would be discreet and suf

the five other sub-senses venture far from it and they will be

jerk,—like the light and stinging ribbon , 

command . . . who could fix your unstable borders?  

Without, I hope, sociologizing Colette’s book too much, one could

desire, attraction—“the sense” that governs our usual senses and that is less
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submission of the young adult woman.42 However, for Colette, there exists no promising future in 

 want to and personal happiness would seamlessly be 

com

sual sense of the 

on the notion 

“physical jealousy” by asking if there is any jealousy which is not physical?  She also refuses to 

reduce the feelings of the body to easily channeled, physiological sensations. The archaic feelings 

s us human, “heroines of 

ollontai wishes to 

nto her eyes. 

Additionally, Colette’s specter of feminine feelings is not only that of submission and weakness, 

but also of intrigue, intuition, deceit and play; neither are they exclusively heterosexual.  

 In Kollontai’s 

nted too much 

inds. For Colette, 

flavored obsession 

with the other women of your lover. Jealousy is understood as an unavoidable part of the human 

condition, at least in certain situations and ages. It is also much more than a mere feeling; it is the 

ndeed, Renée 

nd makes her 

gains from it] 

hard-wearing nerves, an inflexible pride, an ability to wait and to conceal which makes her grow, 

and a scorn for those who are happy.”46 The feelings of the suffering “wife” are thus not judged as 

unfashionable, outdated, and signs of passivity. On the contrary, Colette finishes The Pure and the 

Impure with what is almost an eulogy to jealousy, the feeling during which you never get bored and 

which lovers would politely meet when they

bined with or subdued to professional creativity. 

Unlike Kollontai, Colette places less value on “feelings” at least in the u

word. Emotions are for her inseparable from physiology, as when she comments 

43

Kollontai saw as embarrassing remnants are in Colette’s texts what make

flesh” as distinguished from the pure but infantile world of plants and fetuses.44 K

overcome the female in the woman, while Colette looks this female right i

The feeling of jealousy provides the clearest example of these divergences.

view, jealousy is an unfortunate and demeaning emotion which should not be gra

importance and which has to eventually disappear from the partnerships of true m

by contrast, jealousy is the only pain “you never get used to,”45 a homosexually 

paradigmatic example of the “unstable frontiers” between heart, body, and mind. I

sees jealousy as a “daily gymnastics full of risks” which trains the whole woman a

suppler: “It may be only in suffering that a woman can exceed mediocrity . . . [She 
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hardly grow old.47 Instead of being a stumbling block on the woman’s way to independence and 

creativity, jealousy is here a journey into refreshingly disillusioned selfhood. 

 

both praised 

women’s economic and intellectual independence. They represented New Women in their efforts to 

educate and support themselves, in the literary and political texts they wrote, as well as through the 

cele  ways about 

pean women (and 

men) seem to think that the dependency of parenthood is much more threatening than the ties of a 

couple relation. This indicates which parts of Kollontai’s socialist vision have and have not come 

t of the prevailing 

ether but with no ties 

 are also living 

referred model of a 

functioning marriage.48 On the other hand, notwithstanding communal day-care arrangements, 

European childrearing is more closely connected to the biological parents than it was a century ago 

inished. Kollontai’s 

 and collectivized motherhood, paired with optional fatherhood, has 

not been implemented to the same degree as her call for a reformation of marriage. It is also much 

easier to implement the ideal of an equal and free couple if there are no children involved. Many 

worry precisely that children may render the independent woman more economically and 

emotionally dependent on her partner. 

Discussion: Sleeping with the Enemy 

Colette and Kollontai, although writing in different aesthetic and political contexts, 

brity image they presented to their contemporaries. Both also worried in similar

female dependency in heterosexual relationships. 

This focus of concern may in itself seem a bit outdated. Today, many Euro

true. On the one hand, economic and professional independence in marriage is par

social norm. The ideal of a pure relationship based on a mutual desire to be tog

or obligations became quite widespread in the 1990s. Increasing numbers of people

in LAT (living apart together) relationships, which Kollontai often saw as the p

as the involvement of neighbors, relatives, and servants has drastically dim

vision of completely socialized
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Thus, while it is common to hesitate over whether to have children or not, most people today 

e relations, 

spicious from 

 scientific evidence 

 pace as do our 

modes of production. The tension between what Kollontai labeled “old” and “new” may indeed 

often exist, but it does not align itself with her chronology. Neither does Kollontai’s metaphorical 

derstanding of how 

restingly, it is Colette’s 

 some 

ingredients of love and sexuality have evolved through natural and sexual selection.49 These 

ingredients include the psycho-physiological feelings of arousal, attachment, and jealousy, but also 

 female 

ed herself with the 

ly and 

emphatically. This vision resembles what is taught in contemporary Finnish biology schoolbooks 

and claims that sexuality should be connected with love, mutual fulfillment, and mutual respect. 

contrast, painted 

an be concealed but 

tions and also outside 

most of human life. Still, her dwelling on the “impure” did not make her a sexual liberalist or 

relativist. For her, sexual pleasure did not per definition guarantee better human beings; nor did she 

think that emotions and sexuality, all their variability notwithstanding, could be infinitely or 

arbitrarily transformed. Colette harbored no utopias, but neither was she saying that the more 

see long-term couple relations as self-evident and desirable. However, in these lov

contemporary women still suffer from feelings that appear wrong, misplaced, and su

the point of view of their independent selves. Today, we have both historical and

telling us that the basic repertoire of human feelings does not change at the same

wish for a new species of women have any relevance for a contemporary un

Darwinian natural selection has affected human emotions and cognition. Inte

approach to desire that appears more compatible with today’s understanding of how

of companionship and maturing over time. 

In my understanding, Kollontai did manage to create a place for a positive

corporeality and sexuality, both in her political and literary texts. Kollontai align

modernist and progressivistic vision of human sexuality, which she articulated wise

Desire is essentially about emotions—otherwise, it is trivial or suspect. Colette, by 

a darker picture of desire as a voluptuous and stubborn “first Sense,” which c

never fooled. Colette’s notion of “purity” is situated outside any moral conven
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complicated and unconventional, the better. Rather, Colette’s views turn the causality implied by 

s with a completely 

truggles and 

 past, future, and present 

ys carry more possibilities and nuances than we habitually like to think, and feel. 

Kollontai upside down: the conditions of production do not cause a new specie

new sexual morality, but unavoidable sexual impurity causes many of the social s

human feelings as we know them. And yet, for both of these writers, the

alwa
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